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American citizens should be able to contribute to political campaigns without fear that their
personal information will be collected and sold to other companies or campaigns that will then
target them with unwelcome advertisements or solicitations. This privacy concern compelled
Congress to include a safeguard in the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. The Act requires the
disclosure of identifying information about individuals who contribute to political campaigns. 1 This
privacy safeguard—the “sale or use restriction”—predates the advent of “big data” and online
marketing. Today, technology companies mine the personal information of millions of Americans
and collect petabytes of data to identify potential customers, audiences, and political contributors.
These data brokers gather this information to engage in a variety of commercial and political
activity, including targeted political fundraising. 2 But the law does not allow data brokers to sell or
use the personal information of individual contributors published by the Federal Election
Commission “for the purpose of soliciting contributions or for commercial purposes.” 3
Aristotle International, Inc., (“Aristotle”) violated the Act’s sale or use restriction. There is
no dispute that Aristotle copied the contribution histories of individual contributors from the FEC’s
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data and made that information available to its clients for the purpose of soliciting contributions. 4
Aristotle advertised these fundraising capabilities, writing that “[t]he only other way to raise as
much money could land you in jail.” 5 Its own website touted the invasive reach of its product:
It’s not science fiction, it’s data mining taken to the next level. Our powerful webbased system quickly uncovers relationships that can be targeted for votes, dollars,
or grass-roots support. Imagine the possibilities. Use it to access Fat Cats, elected
officials, corporate board members, or ordinary voters. 6
The Commission has rejected other attempts to use Commission records for commercial or
solicitation purposes. 7 In 2004, I joined four other commissioners to deny a request that sought to
use certain FEC records for similar solicitation purposes. 8
Despite having prohibited others from using the FEC records of individual contributors to
offer targeted fundraising services, the Commission has now twice failed to enforce the sale or use
restriction against Aristotle. In the first Aristotle matter we encountered back in 2005, the
Commission found reason to believe that Aristotle violated the privacy safeguard. 9 After a lengthy
attempt to reach a settlement agreement, we could not agree to find probable cause that a violation
occurred even though it was clear that Aristotle used FEC data to enable its customers to solicit
contributions. 10 And here we are again, nearly a decade later with the same result for another
complaint that was filed against Aristotle in 2010 for providing a similar service. 11 Except this time
the Commission has evidence that Aristotle engaged in an even more egregious violation,
developing software specifically intended for targeting solicitations at ordinary American voters.
By refusing to enforce the law, my Republican colleagues have endangered the privacy of
ordinary Americans whom Congress sought to protect against unwanted solicitations. The
Commission plays a small but important role here. If the Commission does not enforce the law
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against companies that misuse FEC data, then their clients may target people listed on somebody
else’s roster of contributors. Such improper targeting not only harms the privacy interests of
individual contributors, it also imposes an economic harm on the political committees that spend
time and money developing their contribution lists. We can, and should, do more to protect publicspirited citizens exercising their First Amendment rights.
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